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AEROHEAD MIPS
BEAT THE CLOCK AND STAY COOL

Matte Black /  
Titanium
S-L 
7074541-3

Matte White /  
Silver
S-L 
7074559-1

FEATURES:
Polycarbonate shell

Super Fit™ engineering

Vented eye shield made by 
ZEISS® Optics

Magnetic lens anchor  
attachment

MIPS® equipped

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell 
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® 5 Air

VENTILATION:
Vented shield

Over-brow ventilation

4 Wind Tunnel™ vents with 
internal channeling

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M  21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L  23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

PRICE: 

$275 USD

The Aerohead™ MIPS® is ideal for triathletes and time-trialists who need the optimal balance of advanced 

aerodynamics with cooling power. It features an aerodynamically efficient profile, constructed with a  

lightweight polycarbonate shell. The Wind Tunnel™ ventilation and internal channeling keep you cool when 

the competition heats up. The Aerohead MIPS features a unique ZEISS® Optics wrap-around eye shield 

that offers an unblocked field of view and unrivaled clarity. A magnetic anchor attachment keeps the shield 

secure, yet easy to remove and store in the “flipped up” position, making for quick transitions to the bike.  

It is equipped with the MIPS system to redirect impact energy, which can provide more protection in  

certain impacts.

VANQUISH MIPS
SHAPE THE WIND

Matte Black /  
Gloss Black 
S-L 
7086769-1

Matte White /  
Silver
S-L 
7086805-7

FEATURES:
TransformAir™ technology

EPS liner with  
progressive layering

Integrated MIPS® technology

Magnetic VIVID™ shield  
by ZEISS®

Stealth shield dock

Eyeglass grippers

Anti-microbial padding

Featherweight webbing

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold construction with EPS 
liner and progressive layering

Four-piece polycarbonate 
interlocking Hardbody™ shell

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® 5 Air MIPS

VENTILATION:
Wind Tunnel™ ventilation with 
internal channeling

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M  21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L  23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

PRICE: 

$280 USD

The Vanquish™ MIPS® is the pinnacle of high-performance aerodynamic road cycling helmets, featuring the 

innovative TransformAir™ design that actively streamlines airflow to reduce drag. Inside the Vanquish is an 

EPS liner with progressive layering, and our renowned RocLoc® Air system seamlessly integrates with MIPS 

technology to enhance comfort and cooling power while providing an additional measure of protection. So 

whether you’re hammering off the front, attacking an Ironman course, or laying down maximum wattage in 

the dash to the finish line, the Vanquish shapes the wind to work for you.
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Matte White / Silver

S-L 
7099546-8

Matte Bright Red /  
Dark Red Fade
S-L 
7099510-2

Matte Black Flash
 
S-L 
7099492-4

AETHER MIPS
IMPACT IS EVERYTHING

FEATURES:
MIPS® Spherical

Progressive Layering

AURA Reinforcing Arch

Nanobead™ EPS foam

Eyeglass grippers

CoolFit™ Anti-Microbial 
padding

CONSTRUCTION:
Independent liners with  
spherical interface

In-Mold construction with 
progressive layering

Six-piece polycarbonate 
Hardbody™

AURA Reinforcing Arch

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® 5+ Air

VENTILATION:
21 Wind Tunnel™ vents with 
internal channeling

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M  21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L  23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

PRICE: 

$350 USD

The Aether™ MIPS combines airy, open design with a revolution in rotational energy management to 

advance head protection for cyclists. Inside the Aether, a dual-density EPS foam liner helps to manage a 

wide range of impact energies, while also boasting deep internal channeling to provide cooling airflow. Our 

proprietary MIPS Spherical technology is integrated between the layers of EPS foam - instead of against 

the rider’s head – giving riders the benefits of MIPS without any obstruction to comfort or cooling power. 

Outside, a sleek 6-piece shell forms a stunning silhouette around the massive vents, which get added  

structural reinforcement via a shatter-resistant AURA reinforcing arch. The final touch is our Roc Loc® 5+ 

Air fit system, featuring 3-way fit tuning, that allows easy adjustment in seconds for the ultimate in comfort.   

$370 USD 
Matte Black Flash

Alexis Ryan of Canyon/SRAM Racing Team

MIPS SPHERICAL 
THE FUTURE OF HEAD PROTECTION

MIPS Spherical technology was designed in the Dome, Giro’s in-house test lab and R&D center, with the goal of reducing energy transmission to 

the brain as much as possible during an impact. Many other helmets feature MIPS® technology, and we believe MIPS is the leading technology for 

addressing rotational energy in head protection. MIPS Spherical is based on MIPS’ patented slip plane concept; however, MIPS Spherical is  

engineered to replace the conventional plastic liner inside the helmet with a ball-and-socket design. The helmet’s interior liner is created from two 

layers of foam with a slip plane between them. This elegant design allows the exterior liner/helmet shell to rotate independently around your head 

during an angled impact. The end result is a reduction of rotational forces and the elimination of the plastic slip plane of the original MIPS design. 

Think of it as protection from every angle.

- Redirects impact energy by allowing the helmet’s exterior liner to rotate independently of the interior liner in an angled impact

- Developed in Giro’s in-house test lab, the Dome

- Enables a more ventilated, sleeker helmet

- Designed in partnership with MIPS

- Exclusive to Bell + Giro
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SYNTHE MIPS
FASTER IS COOLER

Matte Black
 
S-L 
7066352-4

Matte White / 
Silver
S-L 
7066367-9

FEATURES:
Featherweight webbing with 
Slimline™ buckle

Ponytail compatible

Aero Mesh Panels 

MIPS® equipped

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell 
with EPS liner

Thermoformed SL Roll Cage™ 
reinforcement

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® 5 Air

VENTILATION:
26 Wind Tunnel™ vents with 
internal channeling

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M  21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L  23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

PRICE: 

$225 USD
The Synthe™ MIPS® is the benchmark for modern road helmet design, combining the performance gains of 

an aerodynamic profile with lightweight and great cooling power to enhance rider comfort and efficiency. 

The compact form slips through the air with ease across multiple yaw and head angles, and offers great 

cooling power. Key features include the Roc Loc® Air fit system with 2-way fit tuning and Aero Mesh Panels 

with a dedicated port for securely docking sunglasses as you ride. Synthe MIPS is equipped with the 

Multi-Directional Impact Protection System. We believe MIPS can redirect energy and provide more  

protection in certain impacts.

SYNTAX MIPS 
RELENTLESS PERFORMANCE AND STYLE

The Syntax™ MIPS® combines a touch of European flair with slightly deeper coverage and high-performance 

features - all tucked into a very slim design. The fit is luxurious and secure, thanks to our highly-adjustable 

Roc Loc® MIPS system that allows you to customize fit/feel for great stability and long-range comfort  

while providing an added measure of protection from rotational forces in the event of an angled impact. The 

outer shell is molded from a tough polycarbonate that’s fused permanently to the EPS foam liner using our 

In-Mold™ construction process to enhance durability and ventilation without excess bulk. 

FEATURES:
Integrated MIPS® technology 

CoolFit™ Anti-Microbial 
padding

Featherweight webbing with 
Slimline™ buckle

CONSTRUCTION:
Full-wrap In-Mold  
polycarbonate shell with  
EPS liner

Four polycarbonate hardbodies

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® 5 Air MIPS

VENTILATION:
25 Wind Tunnel™ vents with 
internal channeling

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M  21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L  23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

XL  24”–25.55” / 61–65cm 
*(Available in select colors)

PRICE: 

$110 USD

Matte Black

*Available without 
MIPS in select markets 

Matte White / 
Silver
*Available without 
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Black / 
Bright Red
*Available without 
MIPS in select markets 
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AGILIS MIPS NEW

ASSURED STYLE AND PERFORMANCE FOR ALL ROADS 

FEATURES:
Integrated MIPS® technology 

Coolfit Anti-Microbial padding

Featherweight webbing with 
Slimline™ buckle

CONSTRUCTION:
Full-wrap In-Mold  
polycarbonate shell with  
EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® 5.5 MIPS

VENTILATION:
32 Wind Tunnel™ vents with 
internal channeling

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M  21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L  23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

PRICE: 

$80 USD
The Agilis™ MIPS® is the right choice for riders looking for a helmet that combines airy design with slightly 

deeper coverage and a host of performance features aimed at road and multi-surface riding. The fit is com-

fortable and secure thanks to our adjustable Roc Loc® 5.5 MIPS system that combines fit and positioning 

adjustments while integrating with MIPS technology for an added measure of protection in the event of  

an angled impact. The outer Hardbody™ shell extends to the inside of the helmet, and is molded from a 

tough polycarbonate that’s fused permanently to the EPS foam liner using our In-Mold™ process to enhance 

durability and ventilation without excess bulk. 

MONTARO MIPS
BUILT FOR ALL-MOUNTAIN ADVENTURES

Matte Black / 
Gloss Black*
S-L 
7068024-6
XL 
7079854

FEATURES:
P.O.V. Plus™ visor adjustment

XT2® anti-microbial padding

Full camera mount integration 
with breakaway feature

Full goggle integration with 
strap grippers

MIPS® equipped

CONSTRUCTION:
Full-wrap In-Mold  
polycarbonate shell with  
EPS liner

Roll Cage™ reinforcement

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® 5 Air

VENTILATION:
16 vents with internal  
channeling

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M  21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L  23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

XL  24”–25.55” / 61–65cm 
*(Available in select colors)

PRICE: 

$150 USD

From long climbs to rowdy technical descents, the Montaro™ MIPS® helmet is at home on the trail. The 

compact shape offers deep, confident coverage, and our Roc Loc® 5 Air fit system boosts ventilation while  

improving fit. In addition to impressive cooling power, the Montaro is outfitted with XT2®, anti-microbial 

pads that can absorb up to ten times their weight in sweat. We built-in the features you need for full goggle 

and camera integration, with strap grippers on the back of the helmet, a P.O.V. Plus™ visor that allows you 

to lift the visor and place your goggles on the front of the helmet when the run is done and a clever break-

away interface for your favorite light or camera.

Matte Black Fade

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte White

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Black /  
Citron
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Black / 
Bright Red
*Available without 
MIPS in select markets 
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CHRONICLE MIPS
ESSENTIAL TRAIL PERFORMANCE

Matte Black /  
Gloss Black*
S-L 
7079452-4
XL 
7087144

FEATURES:
Deep coverage 

P.O.V. Plus™ visor

Extra-plush Coolmax padding

MIPS® equipped

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell 
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® 5

VENTILATION:
14 Wind Tunnel™ vents with 
internal channeling

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S    20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M   21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L    23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

XL  24”–25.55” / 61–65cm 
*(Available in select colors)

PRICE: 

$100 USDWhen you’re focused on technical descents and challenging climbs, the Chronicle™ MIPS® delivers the 

performance and protective capability you’re looking for. The trail-ready design provides deep coverage that 

compliments the 2-way adjustable Roc Loc® 5 fit system, to create a stable fit that’s so comfortable it feels 

like it was made for you. The Chronicle MIPS is designed for goggle compatibility too, including our P.O.V. 

Plus™ visor that allows you to lift the visor and place your goggles on the front of the helmet when your  

run is done. And with the addition of MIPS technology, which redirects impact energy to provide more 

protection in certain impacts, you can be sure you’re getting the best features for the money, hands down.

QUARTER MIPS / FS
GET DOWN AND GET DIRTY

Matte Black
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

FEATURES:
Polyurethane bumper coating 
helps to protect EPS liner

MIPS® equipped

CONSTRUCTION:
ABS shell with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Fit Kit™ padding

Roc Loc® Vert (Quarter FS  
and FS MIPS model only)

VENTILATION:
9 Vents

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M  21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L  23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

The Quarter™ MIPS® is one of the lowest-profile helmets we’ve ever made, and it’s also the lightest we’ve 

made with an ABS shell. The essentials are here – an EPS liner for impact management, a tough outer 

shell, riveted webbing anchors and plush, sweat-absorbent pads for long-lasting comfort. In addition to the

standard configuration, Quarter is available with additional features depending on your market: Quarter

MIPS models include the Multi-Directional Impact Protection System: Quarter FS models include our Roc

Loc® Vert dial fit system to enhance fit and stability: Quarter FS MIPS models include Roc Loc® Vert and

MIPS technology. We believe MIPS can redirect energy and provide more protection in certain impacts.

Matte Metallic Coal 
  
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 
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Rotem Gafinovitz

Canyon//SRAM Racing
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VERCE MIPS 
BLAZE NEW TRAILS

FEATURES:
Women’s Series™

Trail-inspired design with  
deep coverage

Full Hardbody™ shell

Removable visor

Extra-plush padding

Reflectivity

Integrated MIPS® technology

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell 
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® Sport MIPS

VENTILATION:
18 Vents

UNIVERSAL FIT™
SIZE:
UW 19.75”–22.5” / 50–57cm

PRICE: 

$60 USDThe Verce™ MIPS® is well-equipped to help you blaze new trails. Our Roc Loc® Sport MIPS system allows 

you to quickly and easily dial in your fit and the plush, quick-dry padding provides a comfortable feel. Verce 

MIPS also features an integrated Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS), which can redirect 

energy and provide more protection in certain impacts. And with a range of colors to choose from, you can 

be sure that you’ll find a helmet that fits your style and looks great, too. GIRO
URBAN

HELMETSMatte Midnight 

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Cool Breeze 

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Black/pink  

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 
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CADEN MIPS 
SOPHISTICATED STYLE FOR THE STREETS

FEATURES:
Integrated MIPS® technology 

Full Hardbody™ wrap

Universal front light  
attachment point

Featherweight webbing with 
Slimline™ buckle

Optional Rear light

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell  
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® City MIPS

VENTILATION:
12 Wind Tunnel™ vents with 
internal channeling

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

M  21.75”–23.25” / 55–59cm

L  23.25”–24.75” / 59–63cm

PRICE: 

$105 USD w/ MIPS 
LED – REAR LIGHT
$85 USD w/ MIPS
$65 USD

The Caden™ MIPS® offers a sophisticated style with advanced head protection technology, making it a 

perfect match for your on-the-go lifestyle. The light, yet tough In-Mold shell helps to resist dents and dings 

from life on the streets, and the Roc Loc® City MIPS fit system makes fit/feel adjustment almost effortless. 

Inside the helmet, MIPS technology can help to reduce rotational forces to provide more protection in 

certain impacts. Thoughtful details include reflective accents, a lock port for securing the helmet with your 

bike or a bag when you’re on the move, and a removable cycling cap-style visor that accents your style 

without compromising ventilation.

CORMICK MIPS / XL 
VERSATILITY TO GO

FEATURES:
Integrated MIPS® technology

Full Hardbody™ coverage

Quick-dry padding

Reflectivity

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell  
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® Sport MIPS

VENTILATION:
18 Vents

UNIVERSAL FIT™
SIZE:
UA  21.25”–24” / 54–61cm

UXL 22.75”–25.5” / 58–65cm 
*(Available in select colors)

PRICE: 

$60 USD

The Cormick™ MIPS® offers a comfortbale fit, with deep coverage and open ventilation in a design that is 

suitable for nearly any ride. It’s built using In-Mold construction to reduce weight while enhancing durability 

that stands up to everyday use. The ease and comfort of our acclaimed Roc Loc® Sport MIPS fit system 

makes fitting as easy as turning a dial, and the fit system is seamlessly integrated with the Multi-Directional  

Impact Protection System (MIPS), which can redirect energy and provide more protection in certain  

impacts. When you put it all together, you get the versatility you need to ride everything from forested  

fire-roads to swooping singletrack trails to the city streets.

Matte Black
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets

Matte Black / Dark Blue* 

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets
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TRELLA MIPS 
VERSATILITY TO GO

FEATURES:
Women’s Series™

Integrated MIPS® technology

Full Hardbody™ coverage

Quick-dry padding

Reflectivity

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell 
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® Sport MIPS

VENTILATION:
18 Vents

UNIVERSAL FIT™
SIZE:
UW 19.75”–22.5” / 50–57cm

PRICE: 

$60 USD

The Trella™ MIPS® offers a comfortable fit, with deep coverage and open ventilation in a design that is 

suitable for nearly any ride. It’s built using In-Mold construction to reduce weight while enhancing durability 

that stands up to everyday use. The ease and comfort of our acclaimed Roc Loc® Sport MIPS fit system 

makes fitting as easy as turning a dial, and the fit system is seamlessly integrated with the Multi-Directional  

Impact Protection System (MIPS), which can redirect energy and provide more protection in certain  

impacts. When you put it all together, you get the versatility you need to ride everything from forested  

fire-roads to swooping singletrack trails to the city streets.

GIRO
RECREATIONAL

HELMETS
Matte Black / Silver
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets

Matte Highlight Yellow / 
Silver
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets
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FIXTURE MIPS / XL
THE DIRT IS CALLING

FEATURES:
Women’s Series™

Trail-inspired design with  
deep coverage

Full Hardbody™ shell

Removable visor

Extra-plush padding

Reflectivity

Integrated MIPS® technology

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell  
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® Sport MIPS

VENTILATION:
18 Vents

UNIVERSAL FIT™
SIZE:
UA  21.25”–24” / 54–61cm

UXL 22.75”–25.5” / 58–65cm 
*(Available in select colors)

PRICE: 

$60 USD

The Fixture™ MIPS® brings confident mountain bike style and breezy ventilation together in a compact 

design that complements nearly any ride -- especially when there’s dirt under tread. Some of our best  

features, like In-Mold construction coupled with the ease and comfort of our acclaimed Roc Loc® Sport 

MIPS fit system, offer the versatility you need to ride everything from fire-road adventures to swooping  

singletrack trails. The fit system is seamlessly integrated with the Multi-Directional Impact Protection  

System (MIPS), which can redirect energy and provide more protection in certain impacts.

REGISTER MIPS / XL 
AN IDEAL CHOICE FOR THE RIDE, ANY TIME

The Register™ MIPS® helmet combines sleek design and lightweight construction to match your style, on 

the road or trail. Available in Universal Fit™ and extra-large size with our convenient Roc Loc® Sport MIPS 

fit system, the Register MIPS adjusts with a simple turn of the dial so you can tune the fit in seconds. A 

range of colors lets you choose exactly how your on-bike style comes together. Register MIPS models also 

have an integrated Multi-Directional Impact Protection System, which can redirect energy and provide more 

protection in certain impacts.

FEATURES:
Integrated MIPS® technology

Full Hardbody™ coverage

Compact shape

Reflective accents

Quick-dry padding

Quick Link removable visor

Reflectivity

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell  
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® Sport MIPS

VENTILATION:
22 Vents

UNIVERSAL FIT™
SIZE:
UA  21.25”–24” / 54–61cm

UXL 22.75”–25.5” / 58–65cm 
*(Available in select colors)

PRICE: 

$55 USD

Matte Black*
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Frost
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Dark Red

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Lime

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Black*
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets

Matte White*

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets

Matte Highlight Yellow

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets

Matte Titanium

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets
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HALE MIPS
STAY COOL, AND KEEP IT FUN

FEATURES:
Integrated MIPS® technology

Full Hardbody™ coverage

Removable visor

Quick-dry padding

Reflectivity

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell 
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® Sport MIPS

VENTILATION:
22 Vents

UNIVERSAL FIT™
SIZE:
UY  19.75”–22.5” / 50–57cm

PRICE: 

$55 USD

The Hale™ MIPS® stays cool in any situation. It’s made with our simple and easy to adjust Roc Loc® Sport 

MIPS fit system, which offers a large adjustment range to provide a secure fit for growing kids. It comes 

with a removable visor, too, and features the same In-Mold construction technology as our best adult  

models, which bonds the shell to the helmet for a lightweight, durable design. And of course it comes in 

a range of fun, kid-friendly colors! The Hale MIPS also includes a seamless integrated Multi-Directional 

Impact Protection System, which can redirect energy and provide more protection in certain impacts.

TREMOR MIPS
A BIG HIT WITH YOUNG SHREDDERS

FEATURES:
Integrated MIPS® technology

Trail-inspired design with deep 
coverage

Full Hardbody™ coverage

Removable visor

Quick-dry padding

Reflectivity

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell 
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® Sport MIPS

VENTILATION:
18 Vents

UNIVERSAL FIT™
SIZE:
UY  19.75”–22.5” / 50–57cm

PRICE: 

$60 USD
When every curb is a jump and every patch of dirt screams for a skid, the Tremor™ MIPS® is there to keep 

smiles wide. Featuring some of the best technologies from our adult line, like In-Mold construction for 

reduced weight and enhanced durability, and our acclaimed Roc Loc® Sport MIPS system for fast, secure 

fit adjustments, the Tremor MIPS is ready for any ride. Tremor MIPS models also include an integrated 

Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS), which can redirect energy and provide more protection 

in certain impacts, providing the latest in head protection technology for junior riders.

Matte Black
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Glacier
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Black
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Purple
 
*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Bright Green

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 

Matte Glacier

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets 
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SCAMP MIPS
A SPRINT AHEAD, FOR JUNIOR SHREDDERS

FEATURES:
Built-in visor

Pinch-guard buckle

Ponytail compatible

MIPS® equipped

CONSTRUCTION:
In-Mold polycarbonate shell 
with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Roc Loc® Jr.

VENTILATION:
8 Vents

SIZES:
XS  17.75”–19.25” / 45–49cm

S  19.25”–20.75” / 49–53cm

PRICE: 

$55 USD w/ MIPS
$35 USD

The Scamp™ MIPS® is packed with amazing features, including some of the same elements found in 

our best adult helmets, in a smaller package designed to fit your child. The Roc Loc® Jr. fit system with 

pinch-guard buckle provides an easy way to fit your kid’s helmet quickly and securely. The wide size range 

ensures children can use this helmet as they grow from balance bikes to training wheels. The design is  

inspired by the adult Montaro™ MIPS / Montara™ MIPS, and since the Scamp MIPS is available in a range 

of kid-friendly colors and designs, children will be excited to wear it every time they ride. Scamp MIPS 

models are available with the Multi-Directional Impact Protection System. We believe MIPS can redirect 

energy and provide more protection in certain impacts.

Matte Black
XS-S MIPS 
7087493-4

XS-S Standard
7087511-2

Bright Pink / Pearl
XS-S MIPS 
7102462-3

XS-S Standard 
7100494-5

DIME MIPS / FS
FUSS-FREE AND FEELS RIGHT

FEATURES:
MIPS® equipped

Polyurethane bumper coating 
helps protect EPS liner

CONSTRUCTION:
ABS shell with EPS liner

FIT SYSTEM:
Fit Kit™ padding

Roc Loc® Vert (Dime FS and 
FS MIPS model only)

VENTILATION:
9 Vents

SUPER FIT™ SIZES:
XS  18.5”–20” / 47–51cm

S  20”–21.75” / 51–55cm

The Dime™ MIPS® is a kid-sized version of our rugged Quarter™ MIPS adult helmet so it has all of the 

same great features – an EPS liner for impact management, a tough outer shell, riveted webbing anchors 

and plush, sweat-absorbent pads. In addition to the standard configuration, Dime is available with addition-

al features depending on your market: Dime MIPS models include the Multi-Directional Impact Protection 

System; Dime FS models include our Roc Loc® Vert dial fit system to enhance fit and stability; Dime FS 

MIPS models include Roc Loc® Vert and MIPS technology. We believe MIPS can redirect energy and pro-

vide more protection in certain impacts.

Matte Black

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets

Matte Blue

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets

Matte Purple

*Available without  
MIPS in select markets
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White
39-48 
7110670-83

Black
39-48 
7110642-55

IMPERIAL NEW

WIRED FOR SPEED

At a gravity-defying 215g with the performance and full range of adjustability you need to conquer the 

toughest, steepest routes ahead, the Imperial™ is destined to lead a lightweight revolution in road cycling 

footwear. To make a full-featured shoe that rivals minimalist designs in weight, we created an ultralight 

monofilament mesh Synchwire™ upper that fits and feels like a second skin thanks to the dual Boa IP1 

buckles with soft lace guides. Thermal-welded Teijin® TPU adds structural support exactly where it’s 

needed and a high-modulus Easton® EC90 SLX2 carbon fiber plate provides ultimate stiffness-to-weight for 

power transfer. Our adjustable Super Natural Fit footbed system is the final touch, allowing you to custom-

ize arch support right out of the box for luxurious comfort and optimal pedaling efficiency. 

UPPER: 
One-piece Synchwire™ upper 
design with soft lace guides 
and Teijin® welded SL  
monofilament mesh

Twin Boa® IP1 dials featuring 
1 mm +/- adjustment and 
macro release

OUTSOLE:
Easton® EC90™ SLX2 
high-modulus carbon

Stainless steel hardware

Replaceable heel walking pads

FOOTBED: 
SuperNatural Fit Kit with 
adjustable arch support (High, 
Medium and Low)

XT2® anti-microbial fiber  
top sheet

WEIGHT: 
215 grams (size 42.5)

SIZING:
39 – 48, including half-sizes 
from 42.5 – 45.5  

PRICE:

$425 USD

INTRODUCING 

IMPERIAL FOOTWEAR 
 
PRO TOUR LEVEL PRECISION, LIGHT WEIGHT, COMFORT AND RELIABILITY.  
NOTHING MORE. NOTHING LESS. THE IMPERIAL IS WIRED FOR SPEED. 
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Black
39-50 
7090277-96

TRANS BOA 
A MODERN DESIGN WITH FAMILIAR FEEL

The Trans™ Boa® offers a comfortable, familiar feel that inspires confidence right out of the box thanks to 

premium materials and performance-driven features. The upper is made with a breathable microfiber and 

mesh combination that conforms to your foot, and paired with a Boa® L6 closure dial for fast, intuitive  

adjustment. A light-yet-stout Easton® EC70 carbon composite outsole, featuring replaceable heel pads, 

helps you to get the most out of every pedal stroke without adding bulk or sacrificing long-term durability.

UPPER: 
Breathable microfiber  
and mesh

Boa® L6 (1mm + with macro 
release) retention with  
premium cover

Lower straps and offset D-ring

OUTSOLE:
Easton® EC70 carbon  
composite

Stainless steel hardware

Replaceable heel walking pads

FOOTBED: 
Molded EVA footbed with 
medium arch support

WEIGHT: 
265 grams (size 42.5)

275 grams (size 42.5 HV+) 

SIZING:
39 – 50, including half-sizes 
from 42.5 – 45.5 

39 – 48 HV+, including 
half-sizes from 42.5 – 45.5  

PRICE:

$200 USD

Black
39-50 
7077160-71

SAVIX 
FAST FIT AND STYLE FOR THE OPEN ROAD

The Savix™ road shoe offers the comfort you’d expect from Giro with the quick adjustment provided by a 

Boa® dial. With a single dial and a set-and-forget front strap, you can quickly get in your shoes and get on 

the road. The Boa® L6 dial offers 1mm adjustment increments when tightening, and a macro-release  

function to get out of the shoe. The universal 3/2 nylon outsole allows you to mount either mountain bike  

or road cleats depending on your pedal preference.

UPPER: 
Boa® L6 (1mm + with macro 
release) retention with  
lower-volume strap

Synthetic upper

OUTSOLE:
Injected nylon outsole with 
universal cleat mount  
(2- or 3-bolt)

FOOTBED: 
Die-cut EVA footbed

WEIGHT: 
310 grams (size 42)

320 grams (size 42 HV+)

SIZING:
39 – 50 in whole sizes only

PRICE:

$140 USD
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Black
39-50 
7077172-83

TECHNE
TIMELESS DESIGN FOR THE ROAD

The Techne™ road shoe delivers the style and performance you expect from Giro, in a familiar 3-strap 

design for riders seeking comfort and convenience. The three broad straps provide a great range of fit 

adjustment with secure hold, providing great support whether you’re riding indoors or out on the open road. 

Our universal 3/2 injected nylon outsole transfers power to the pedals with great efficiency, and allows you 

to use 2-bolt or 3-bolt cleats to suit your preference in pedal systems.

UPPER: 
Classic 3-strap design

Synthetic upper

OUTSOLE:
Injected nylon outsole with 
universal cleat mount  
(2- or 3-bolt)

FOOTBED: 
Die-cut EVA footbed

WEIGHT: 
279 grams (size 42)

SIZING:
39 – 50 in whole sizes only

PRICE:

$100 USD MEN’S
DIRT FOOTWEAR
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Dark Shadow / Black
39-50 
7089675-94

CODE TECHLACE
POWER TO THE TRAIL

The Code™ Techlace is designed to maximize power transfer, comfort and durability for XC racers and 

long-distance trail riders. The Techlace closure system provides a more supple feel across the forefoot than 

conventional straps, while a proven Boa® L6 dial tightens the upper in 1mm increments for a secure fit.  

Our proprietary Evofiber™ material features a molded rubber reinforcement, allowing it to conform to your 

foot while resisting wear and tear from rocks, roots and other trail hazards. Inside, the SuperNatural Fit 

footbed with adjustable arch support stabilizes your foot for greater pedaling efficiency, giving you the full 

benefit of the Easton® EC70 carbon sole’s stiffness. The final detail is a tough, molded Vibram® rubber 

outsole that provides exceptional durability and grip when you’re off the bike.

UPPER: 
Techlace™ + Boa® L6  
(1mm + with macro release) 
retention with bash guard

High-quality, breathable  
Evofiber™ microfiber

Rubber toe guard

OUTSOLE:
Easton® EC70 carbon fiber

Molded Vibram® rubber 
high-traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel  
toe spikes

FOOTBED: 
SuperNatural Fit Kit with 
adjustable arch support  
(High, Medium & Low)

XT2® anti-microbial fiber  
top sheet

WEIGHT: 
345 grams (size 42.5)

SIZING:
39 – 50, including half-sizes 
from 42.5 – 45.5 

(49 – 50 available in select 
colors) 

PRICE:

$300 USD

Black
39-50 
7076926-37

CYLINDER
DIALED-IN FIT AND PERFORMANCE ON THE TRAIL

The Cylinder™ mountain bike shoe offers the comfort you’d expect from Giro with the convenience and 

precision of a Boa® dial closure. With a single dial and a set-and-forget front strap, you can get into your 

shoes and onto the trails in no time. The Boa® L6 dial offers 1mm adjustment increments when tightening, 

and a macro-release function to get out of the shoe. The upper construction provides great support and 

breathability, while our proprietary co-molded nylon and rubber lugged outsole provides remarkable  

durability with reliable traction on almost any surface.

UPPER: 
Boa® L6 (1mm + with  
macro release) retention with 
lower-volume strap

Toe and heel microfiber  
reinforcements

Synthetic upper

OUTSOLE:
Co-molded nylon and rubber 
high-traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel  
toe spikes

FOOTBED: 
Die-cut EVA footbeds

WEIGHT: 
315 grams (size 42)

325 grams (size 42 HV+)

SIZING:
39 – 50 in whole sizes only

(49 – 50 only available  
in select colors)

39 – 48 HV+, in whole  
sizes only

PRICE:

$150 USD
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Black / Charcoal
39-50 
7089653-64

CARBIDE R II
THE CONFIDENCE TO TAME RUGGED TERRAIN

The Carbide™ R II is an XC-style shoe offering the same supportive fit and rugged durability found in  

our premium shoes. It features a stout nylon and rubber co-molded outsole for efficient pedaling with 

impressive durability, grip and traction in rocks and mud. The upper combines supple synthetic fiber with 

mesh panels for increased breathability, fast dry times and light weight. Three wide straps allow easy fit 

adjustments, and a supportive EVA footbed enhances comfort whether you’re chasing your personal best  

or simply out to enjoy the trail with friends.

UPPER: 
High-quality, breathable  
synthetic fiber with  
mesh panels

Classic 3-strap closure

OUTSOLE:
Co-molded nylon and rubber 
high-traction lugged outsole

Mid-foot scuff guard

Accommodates steel  
toe spikes

FOOTBED: 
Die-cut EVA footbed

WEIGHT: 
310 grams (size 42)

SIZING:
39 – 50 in whole sizes only

(49 – 50 only available in 
select colors) 

PRICE:

$100 USD
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Black
36-43 
7077226-33

SAVIX W
FAST FIT AND STYLE FOR THE OPEN ROAD

The Savix™ women’s road shoe offers the comfortable, supportive fit you’d expect from Giro with the quick 

adjustment provided by a Boa® dial. With a single dial and a set-and-forget front strap, you can quickly get 

in your shoes and get on the road. The Boa® L6 dial offers 1mm adjustment increments when tightening, 

and a macro-release function to get out of the shoe. The universal 3/2 nylon outsole allows you to mount 

either mountain bike or road cleats depending on your pedal preference.

UPPER: 
Boa® L6 (1mm + with  
macro release) retention with 
lower-volume strap

Synthetic upper

OUTSOLE:
Injected nylon outsole with 
universal cleat mount  
(2- or 3-bolt)

FOOTBED: 
Die-cut EVA footbed

WEIGHT: 
305 grams (size 39)

SIZING:
Women’s Specific last and fit

36 – 43 in whole sizes only

PRICE:

$150 USD

White/Silver
36-43 
7077234-41

TECHNE W
TIMELESS DESIGN FOR THE ROAD

The Techne™ women’s road shoe delivers the style and performance you expect from Giro, in a familiar 

3-strap design for riders seeking comfort and convenience. The three broad straps provide a great range of 

fit adjustment with secure hold, providing great support whether you’re riding indoors or out on the open 

road. Our universal 3/2 injected nylon outsole transfers power to the pedals with great efficiency, and allows 

you to use 2-bolt or 3-bolt cleats to suit your preference in pedal systems.

UPPER: 
Classic 3-strap design

Synthetic upper

Breathable mesh

OUTSOLE:
Injected nylon outsole with 
universal cleat mount  
(2- or 3-bolt)

FOOTBED: 
Die-cut EVA footbed

WEIGHT: 
245 grams (size 39)

SIZING:
Women’s Specific last and fit

36 – 43 in whole sizes only

PRICE:

$100 USD
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WOMEN’S
DIRT FOOTWEAR

Black
36-43 
7076952-59

CYLINDER W
DIAL-IN COMFORT AND CONTROL FOR THE TRAIL AHEAD

The Cylinder™ W offers the comfort you’d expect from Giro with the convenience and precision of a Boa® 

dial closure. With a single dial and a set-and-forget front strap, you can get into your shoes and onto the 

trails in no time. The Boa® L6 dial offers 1mm adjustment increments when tightening, and a macro-release 

function to get out of the shoe. The upper construction provides great support and breathability, while our 

proprietary co-molded nylon and rubber lugged outsole provides remarkable durability with reliable traction 

on almost any surface.

UPPER: 
Boa® L6 (1mm + with macro 
release) retention with  
lower-volume strap

Toe and heel microfiber  
reinforcements

Synthetic upper

OUTSOLE:
Co-molded nylon and rubber 
high-traction lugged outsole

FOOTBED: 
Die-cut EVA footbed

WEIGHT: 
320 grams (size 39)

SIZING:
Women’s Specific last and fit

36 – 43 in whole sizes only

PRICE:

$150 USD
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SIZING GUIDES

Small 51-55cm

Medium 55-59cm

Large 59-63cm

Extra Large (Select Models) 61-65cm

HELMET SIZE GUIDE

Women 50-57cm

Adult Unisex 54-61cm

Extra Large 58-65cm

Extra Small (ScampTM Model) 45-49cm

Small (ScampTM Model) 49-53cm

Extra Small (DimeTM Model) 47-51cm

Small (DimeTM Model) 51-55cm

Universal Youth (DimeTM Model) 50-57cm

HOW TO MEASURE YOUR SIZE

Wrap a measuring tape around your head, keeping the tape level 

from front to back. Note the measurement and use the size chart 

as a guide. If you are not sure about the measurement, ask your 

retailer for assistance. 

HOW TO ADJUST THE FIT

Proper fit is essential, so always try helmets 

on prior to purchase. If the helmet is not 

comfortable and stable on your head,  or you 

are unsure about the helmet’s fit, ask for 

your retailer for assistance.

Step 1: Adjust the fit system at the rear 

of the helmet for a snug, secure fit. Some 

helmets also include a vertical tuning 

feature that allows you to adjust the fore/aft 

tilt, for optimal positioning on your head.

Step 2: Adjust the straps so that they sit 

just below the earlobes.

Step 3: Adjust the buckle so that it rests 

against the back of the jaw/throat. 

Step 4: Adjust the interior pads if needed.

Step 5: Check the fit to make sure helmet 

is comfortable and secure. It should not roll 

forward or back, or be able to slide off.

 

ADULT SUPER FIT

YOUTH

ADULT UNIVERSAL

Size

Circumference
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FOOTWEAR SIZE GUIDE

WHAT IS  
MY SIZE?

Giro cycling shoes  

are available in 

Men’s, Women’s and 

High Volume sizes to 

ensure a comfortable, 

supportive fit. Use this 

size chart as a guide 

or ask for your retailer 

for assistance, and 

always try shoes on 

prior to purchase.

WHICH FIT IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Performance Fit: The Giro Performance Fit supports a low- to mid-volume foot comfortably and securely. It is the most common option.

High-Volume Fit: The Giro HV Fit is designed for feet with extra width (D to EE), greater overall volume or extra tall instep. It may also provide the 

best fit if you use a custom orthotic, since they can be thicker than our stock footbeds.

Women’s Performance Fit: The Giro Women’s Performance Fit is designed with lower volume compared to the standard Performance Fit, with a 

narrower heel cup & narrower forefoot width.

MEN’S SHOE SIZES

WOMEN’S SHOE SIZES *Sizes are rounded to the nearest half size

*Sizes are rounded to the nearest half size

39.00 39.50 40.00 40.50 41.00 41.50 42.00 42.50 43.00 43.50 44.00 44.50 45.00 45.50 46.00 46.50 47.00 47.50 48.00 49.00 50.00

6.50 7.00 7.50 7.50 8.00 8.5 9.00 9.50 9.50 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.50 13.00 13.00 13.50 14.50 15.00

25.00 25.00 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.50 27.00 27.00 27.50 28.00 28.00 28.50 29.00 29.00 29.50 30.00 30.00 30.50 31.00 31.50 32.00

5.50 6.00 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 8.50 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.00 12.50 13.50 14.00

5 9.00

Volume

Size Length

EU

US

CM

UK

36.00

5.00

23.00

3.00

36.50

5.50

23.00

3.50

37.00

6.00

23.50

4.00

37.50

6.50

24.00

4.50

38.00

6.50

24.00

4.50

38.50

7.00

24.50

5.00

39.00

7.50

25.00

5.50

39.50

8.00

25.00

6.00

40.00

8.50

25.50

6.50

40.50

8.50

26.00

6.50

41.00

9.00

26.00

7.00

41.50

9.50

26.50

7.50

42.00

10.00

27.00

8.00

42.50

10.50

27.00

8.50

43.00

10.50

27.50

8.50


